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      HM 14-800 KL 

      Drum Wood Chipper 
      Machine exclusively for crane feeding! 
 

Powerful professional Wood Chipper set up on a Mercedes Benz 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

With the HM 14-800 KL, Heizomat offers a special designed powerful and professional wood chipper, 
set up on a 450 HP Mercedes Benz AROCS 3345 AK Euro 6 with 6x6 wheel drive. 
 

All functions are to be operated directly from the air-conditioned driver cabin. 
 

In addition, the supplementary functions, such as in-feed table, ejector spout swivel and rotation and 
also the ejector flap can be controlled by remote control. This is among other things particularly helpful 
in the filling of containers by a second man. Notice the danger zone! 
 

The powerful wood feed is achieved by a pressure roller, a conveyor belt, a front end in-feed roller at 
the end of the in-feed table and additionally by a conveyor belt integrated into the in-feed table. 
All feed devices are hydraulically driven. 
 

The rotor drive is undertaken via a highly elastic V belt transmission unit, which is driven by the 
load carrying gearbox-independent supplementary drive (NMV) with maximum motor torque of the 
Mercedes Benz AROCS. 
 

The HEIZOMAT lorry chipper has a Palfinger Epsilon M80F101 loading crane.
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Technical Details of the Wood Chipping Machine: HM 14-800 KL 

Infeed height:    800 mm 

Drunk diameter:    500 mm 

Infeed width:  1215 mm 

Rotor shaft diameter:    100 mm 

Exchangeable blades:      14 pieces 

Drum diameter:    495 mm 

Counter blade:    multi piece hard metal plates 

Rotor cover:    for additional sieve 

Augers:    3 transversal auger 

Infeed: - conveyor belt; length 900 mm 

- top roller with steel teeth; diameter 800 mm 

- front end roller at the infeed table 

- infeed table with conveyor belt; length 900mm 

- length oft the in-feed table 1500 mm 

Ejector: - discharge chute hydraulically foldable, adjustable for height and rotatable 

- hydraulic discharge flaps adjustment 

- 3 ejection paddles 

- ejecting height maximum approx. 5,30 m 

- wear plates at the discharge chute, discharge flaps and  
  blower housing armoured 

Controls: - remote Control in the driver’s cabin, with control panel for all functions of 
  the wood chipping machine 

- automatic load-dependent infeed control with intergraded cycle mode 

- two-day counters and one overall operating hours counter 

- infeed speeds infinitely variable 

- infeed direction reversible 

- Radio control T60-1 for raising/lowering discharge chute, 
  discharge chute rotation right/left, raising/lowering discharge flaps, 
  raising/lowering infeed table 

- Foot pedal pressure roller; for raising/lowering the pressure roller 

- Foot pedal of infeed movements backwards; for reversing the rotation 
  movement of all feed devices 

- camera for reversing at the rear of the vehicle and camera on 
  discharge chute; Monitor in the driver cabin; Brigade type 

Colour of the chipper: - yellow green silk matt   RAL 1028 
- nova grey silk matt         MB 7350 

Drive of the wood chipper:  high speed direct drive from the lorry engine (NMV) via cardan shaft and 

  highly elastic V-belt transmission unit
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Accessories: - LED headlight 1 x on the discharger chute 

 - reversing light LED, 2 pieces 

 - automatic trailer coupling: Ringfeder; bolt diameter 40 mm 

 - hydraulic connection engine-fixed at the rear: 
   2 double-acting hydraulic connections for using of the hydraulic system during driving 

 - 4 hydraulic support legs 

 - compressed air hose reels 
 
 

Operator cabin: - glazing of the operator pane: safety glass pane 
   Extreme puncture protection against chain shots, trunks of trunks and breakage. 
   Perfect view with thermally coated sun protection surface. 

 - windshield wipers with cleaner at the operator place screen 

 - electrical lockable, ventilated operator seat inside the cabin; 
   no passenger seat any longer 

 - lighting package LED: LED headlight 4 x on the driver's cabin; 
   light bar on the driver´s cab front and on the side of the rear of the driver´s cab 

 - round yellow light on the driver's cab 12 V 

 - front flash Heizohack, 2 pieces 

 - pressurized air horn 

 - fire extinguisher 
 

 

Technical details of the Crane Set-up: Palfinger Epsilon M80F101 
 

Lifting torque gross:   114,0 kNm 

Lifting torque net:     75,0 kNm 

Maximum range:   10,10 m 

Lifting capacity at 

10,00 m without boom and gripper:     660 kg 

Extender swivel torque (net):    29,0 kNm 

Swivel angle:     385 degree 

Total Weight:   1760 kg (without Joint / Rotator) 

Rotator:    Indexator with pendular brake 

Colour:     traffic red RAL 3020 

Light:    four headlight 

Controls:     joystick control unit Prof1 with additional functions 
 
 

Technical details Energy Wood Gripper: Heizogreif HG 1250; 4-Finger grab 
Grab Surface:    0,18 m² 

Operating Pressure:     230 bar 

Force of Pressure:    15,3 kN 

Weight:     160 kg
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Technische details of the Lorry: 
 

Mercedes- Benz AROCS    3345 AK 6X6 

Drive Power:    375 kW / 510 PS 

Capacity:    12809 cm³ 

Lorry engine rpm:   1.300 - 1.600 rpm 

Exhaust standard:    Euro 6 

Tank capacity:    500 litre 

Track:    2,00 m 

Wheelbase:    4,20 m 

Width:    2,55 m 

Length:    8,10 m 

Height:    3,95 m 

Tyres:    front Axle 385/65 R22.5 

    rear Axle 315/80 R22.5 

Colour of the lorry:    yellow green silk matt   RAL 1028 

    nova grey silk matt         MB 7350 
 

Cooling of the engine:    reversible fan for engine cooling system 

    with increased performance
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    HM 14-800 KL 

      Drum Wood Chipper 
      Machine exclusively for crane feeding! 
 

 Type of Wood Chipper Total weight Article number 

X 
HEIZOHACK HM 14-800 KL 

AROCS 3345 AK 6X6 
approx. 24.500 kg VA-04-814-00051 

 
 

 Accessories sieve wood chipper HM 14-800 K:  

X HM 14-800 K  35/40 mm VB-04-016-00030 

X HM 14-800 K  45/60 mm Hardox with stop bars (G30) VB-04-016-00032 

X HM 14-800 K  60/80 mm Hardox with stop bars (G50) VB-04-016-00033 

X HM 14-800 K  100/100 mm Hardox with stiffeners VB-04-016-00029 

 
 

 Equipment sieve - rotor cover:  

X HM 14-800 K  45/60 mm Hardox with stop bars VB-04-016-00036 

X HM 14-800 K  60/90 mm Hardox with stop bars VB-04-016-00037 

 
 

 Accessories wood chipping HM 14-800 KL:  

O 

 

Exchange blades 94 x 50 x 5 mm (unit price) 
 
from    100 pieces 
from    200 pieces 
from    500 pieces 
from 1.000 pieces 
 

VA-90-040-00001 

O 

 

Discharging chute telescopic HM 500/800/860 
700 mm telescopic, not HM 8-500 K 
(extra charge) 

VA-04-510-00012 

O 

 

Cyclone for discharging chute HM 500/800/860 
not HM 8-500 K 

VA-04-510-00011 

O 

 

Deflector plate for discharge flap HM 500/800/860 
for horizontal blowing, adjustable 

VA-04-508-00039 

O 

 

Biological hydraulic oil complete filling HM 14-860 KL 
(extra charge for complete filling) 

VA-04-814-00045 

O 

 

Central lubrication for wood chipper HM 800/860 KL 
not for chassis or crane 

VA-04-814-00050 

O 

 

Special paint RAL HM 500/800/860 
(extra charge per colour) 

VA-04-027-00004 

O 

 

Manual torque multipliers 100 Nm - 2.000 Nm 
for loosen and tie up of the exchange blades holder; 
inclusive torque wrench 3/4 ´´ 80 Nm - 400 Nm, strength nut (opening width 36mm) 
and stable transport case 
Attention: Price not discountable 

VA-89-001-00002 

O 

 

Commissioning at the customer 
within the sales area of Heizomat Germany 
Attention: Price not discountable 

VA-89-001-00002 

 
X Equipment   O Accessories
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Accessories wood splitter: Article number 

O 

Cone splitter Heizomat 3-motors 
inlc. upweighting of the truck to 27.000 kg total weight, if necessary 

Technical details: 

Drive:    3- motoring 

Own weight: 350 kg 

Ball diameter: 370 mm 

Necessary oil volume:                 100-200 l/min 

Necessary oil pressure:               200-240 bar 

VB-04-028-00001 

Equipment loading crane - colour: 

X Colour traffic red glossy RAL 3020 loading crane VA-04-408-00020 

X 
Colour yellow green glossy RAL 6018 loading crane 
(extra charge) 

VA-04-408-00021 

Equipment Mercedes AROCS: 

O 

Operator place - driving system 
- operated by joystick 
- fixed speed 
- incl. road approval 

VA-04-814-00042 

O 
Tire front axle Michelin XZL 445/65 R 22.5 168J 
Rim 13.00x22.5 ET-120 
(unit price) 

VA-04-814-00040 

O 
Tire rear axle Alliance MPT 382 600/50 R22.5 164J 
Rim 20.00x22.5 ET-50 
(unit price) 

VA-04-814-00041 

X Equipment   O Accessories 

Information: 
By placing an order of a HM 14-800 KL you have to pay 40% of the total amount as prepayment with the 
order.


